
Cancels more noise than ever before

Put on your Evolve2 40 and feel the noise around you instantly 
fade. Memory foam oval ear cushions and pioneering new 
angled design cancel 48% more of the noise around you*.

Guard your concentration zone with an 
enhanced busylight

New and improved busylight is four times more visible*, allowing 
you to be seen from every angle, for even fewer interruptions.  
So you can work in peace.

Make good calls when it matters

The incredible call performance of our world-leading Evolve 
series** is now even better; Evolve2 40 is a corded headset 
with an advanced digital chipset and three strategically placed 
professional microphones, for 35% less background conversation 
noise on your calls*.

UC-certified means UC-satisfied

When collaboration is easy, everyone is happy, with both their 
UC platform and their headset. Evolve2 40 is available in a 
UC-certified variant and a Microsoft-Teams variant, for truly 
seamless communication.

Bigger speakers, better chipset,  
brilliant audio

You’ll never miss a thing, thanks to powerful leak-tolerant 40mm 
speakers and our most advanced digital chipset ever, delivering 
audio that always keeps you in the loop.

Optimized for all-day comfort

We designed the perfect shape using biometric measurements 
from hundreds of heads, added soft memory foam cushions 
that mold to your ear’s natural contours, and assembled it using 
durable, premium materials.

Future-proof tech that gets better with age

Upgradeable platform that will add even more value to your 
investment with future firmware upgrades through Jabra Xpress. 

EVOLVE2 40

Engineered to keep you on task. 
Exceptional audio, outstanding noise isolation, superior comfort.

DATA SHEET

UC - CERTIFIED
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FEATURES BENEFITS

Connectivity USB-A or USB-C connectivity Plug-and-play connectivity to your computer or mobile device via USB-A or USB-C 
Audio Microphone 3-microphone technology for outstanding call performance

Noise-isolating design Instant noise isolation for improved focus in noisy surroundings
Software integration Additional features available via Jabra Xpress and Jabra Direct
Speakers  Powerful 40mm speakers deliver richer sound for a more immersive audio experience

Ease of use
Busylight

360° busylight on both earcups is visible from all angles, acting as a do-not-disturb sign and 
protecting your focus

Boom arm mute and answer call Move boom arm up to mute or down to unmute or answer call
Call management Answer/reject calls; increase/decrease speaker volume; mute

Variants UC and MS variants Choose from UC or Microsoft Teams variants
Wearing styles Available in stereo and mono variants

Certifications Leading UC vendors

HOW TO USE

1.  Plug the Jabra Evolve2 40 into either a USB A or USB C port on  
your computer (depending on the USB variant of the headset).

2. Position the microphone near your mouth.

Push x1

Push x1

Push x1

Move boom up to mute, 
down to unmute

Press and hold for 1 sec

Press and hold for 1 sec

Push volume + and volume - at same 
time to turn busylight on/off

Push x1

Push x1

Alternatively move 
microphone boom arm down 
to answer an incoming call

* Based on Jabra calculations, compared to Evolve 40
** See facts on Jabra.com/commercial-claims
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EVOLVE2 40

Engineered to keep you on task. 
Exceptional audio, outstanding noise 
isolation, superior comfort.

TECH SHEET

Available in USB-A or USB-C variants

3-microphone call technology Noise-isolating design

Busylight visible from all angles

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

General info Box content Headset, soft pouch, warranty and warning (safety leaflets)
Packaging dimensions LxWxH 5.5x18.85x21.7cm/2.17x7.42x8.54in
Main unit dimension Stereo 186x157x60.5mm/7.32x6.18x2.38in 

Mono 150x157x60.5mm/5.9x6.18x2.38in
Weight incl main wearing style Stereo with cable 188g/6.63oz Stereo without cable 168.5g/5.94oz 

Mono with cable 113g/3.98oz Mono without cable 88.6g/3.12oz
Material used Headband cushion ultra soft foam covered in color-matched silicone, ear cushion 

soft audio foam covered in color-matched leatherette, aluminium slider arm
Warranty 2 years
Jabra Direct/Jabra Xpress Yes
Jabra Sound+ No
LED features and functions Microsoft Teams notifications*, busylight, incoming call

Audio Speaker size 40mm Ø
Speaker sensitivity 117dB @1mW-1kHz
Speaker max input power 30 mW
Speaker frequency range 20Hz-20.000Hz
Speaker bandwidth - music mode 20Hz-20.000Hz
Speaker bandwidth - speak mode 100Hz-14.000Hz
Microphone type 3 Digital MEMS
Microphone sensitivity -26 dBFS/Pa
Microphone frequency range 100Hz-14kHz
User hearing protection Jabra SafeToneTM

Certifications Certified for Microsoft Teams. Meets Microsoft Teams Open Office requirements.* 
Certified for Alcatel-Lucent, Amazon Chime, Cisco, Google Meet, Mitel, Unify, Zoom. 
Works with all other leading UC platforms.

Fit & Comfort Headset form factor On-ear headband
Connectivity Connection (computer and mobile devices) USB-A/USB-C
Extended Info Operating temperature -10°C to +55°C, 14°F to 131°F

Storage temperature -5°C to +55°C, 23°F to 131°F

PRODUCT TYPE SKU DESCRIPTION EAN CODE UPC CODE

Stereo 24089-989-999 Evolve2 40 USB-A, UC Stereo 5706991022773 706487020028
24089-989-899 Evolve2 40 USB-C, UC Stereo 5706991022766 706487020011
24089-999-999 Evolve2 40 USB-A, MS Stereo 5706991022797 706487020042
24089-999-899 Evolve2 40 USB-C, MS Stereo 5706991022780 706487020035

Mono 24089-889-999 Evolve2 40 USB-A, UC Mono 5706991022735 706487019985
24089-889-899 Evolve2 40 USB-C, UC Mono 5706991022728 706487019978
24089-899-999 Evolve2 40 USB-A, MS Mono 5706991022759 706487020004
24089-899-899 Evolve2 40 USB-C, MS Mono 5706991022742 706487019992

Accessory 14101-77 Ear Cushions for Evolve2 65/40, 6pcs Black 5706991023374 706487020622
14301-49 Evolve2 40 Pouch, 10pcs Black 5706991023398 706487020646

* Microsoft Teams variants only


